
Match - Reltio matching is case-insensitive. Match is a process that

determines if an entity is semantically the same as another entity.  

Match Rule Types in Reltio

A comprehensive overview of the powerful matching capabilities
within the Reltio platform and how they enable accurate data
matching and deduplication.  

Configuring Match Rules in MDM 



matchGroups section is required in its L3 configuration if we need

match & merge for an entity type. 

The matchGroups section can have as many match groups as we

need. 

On average an entity type will use 3 to 7 match groups. 

Each match group consists of a single match rule. 

A match rule consists of 3 parts -

matchGroups section of the L3 file

Comparison Operators are high-level. 

Actual comparison is dictated by the comparator class we choose. 

Generally, a match rule whose comparison formula evaluates to

true for a given pair of records will produce a directive of “merge”

or “queue for review” depending on the match rule type. 

Comparison formula 

Comparator class 

Tokenization class 

1.

2.

3.



Below are the different components present in matchGroups section 



Comparison Formula in Reltio Match Rule 

Fuzzy 

Exact 

ExactOrNull 

ExactOrAllNull 

NotExactSame 

There are 5 comparison Operators 

Each time we specify an operator that has one of these five, we must

then additionally map 1 of 16 comparator classes to the corresponding

attribute that more precisely specifies what we mean by “Exact” or

“Fuzzy”. 





There are 7 Helper Operators  

Equals 

NotEquals 

In 

NullValues 

And, Or, Not 









Relevance-based rule type uses arithmetic scoring of the

candidate pair instead of Boolean. 

It can reduce the complexity and overall number of rules you need

because the directives of merge and queue for review which

normally require a combination of ‘automatic’ and ‘suspect’ rules

can often be represented by separate thresholds within a single

relevance-based rule. 



It supports match actions that you can define, to achieve

additional directives or combinations of events. 

We assign a relative weight (0.0 to 1.0) to each attribute to make

some attributes more important than others in the calculation. 



LumenData is a leading provider of Enterprise Data Management, Cloud & Analytics
solutions. We help businesses navigate their data visualization and analytics
anxieties and enable them to accelerate their innovation journeys. Founded in 2008,
with locations in multiple countries, LumenData is privileged to serve over 100
leading companies, including KwikTrip, Versant Health, US Food & Drug
Administration, US Department of Labor, Cummins Engine, BCG, and others.
LumenData is SOC2 certified and has instituted extensive controls to protect client
data, including adherence to GDPR and CCPA regulations.
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